Application to join COMPUTE research school

COMPUTE is a research school at the Science Faculty of Lund University with a focus on scientific discovery using computer simulations. Activities will include PhD level courses on simulations and computations, a seminar series, support for PhD student travel, and an annual retreat. For more information about COMPUTE activities, please visit http://cbbp.thep.lu.se/Compute/.

Name:

E-mail:

Phone:

Department:

Enrolled as PhD student in faculty: N LTH Other:

Title or short description of PhD project:

Supervisor(s):

How do you envision that your PhD education will benefit from being part of a research school focused on scientific discovery using computer simulations?

Date, signature: (PhD student)

Date, signature: (supervisor)

Please send the signed form by e-mail to Ross Church (ross@astro.lu.se) or by internal mail to Ross Church, Astronomi, HS 25.